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KIM WESTFALL
Founder & CEO

Dear Friends,
As I reflect on everything we accomplished last year and everything that lies
before us, I can’t help but think about what it means to have a “pioneering
spirit.”
Pioneers were brave souls who set out on a great unknown journey. They didn’t
know the details of their path, they just knew they were driven towards
something new, something better. They knew it was risky. They would face
great hardship like unyielding weather, sickness, and injury. Still, they were
willing to endure it all for the promise of a new and better way of life. Hope and
vision kept them going.
As we have launched Uncaged, we have felt that pioneering spirit rising up
within us. We don’t know the details of the journey, but we know that there is a
new horizon just up ahead.... one that brings rescue, restoration, hope, healing,
and transformation into the lives of trafficking survivors.
We are doing something new and different. I believe we have already seen the
first fruits of this work last year. Dozens of survivors, including 5 children,
newly freed. Even more survivors reintegrating into their communities and
staking out their new, restored lives. An entire trafficking ring was taken down
thanks to a call we made to our network of freedom fighters.

We are still at the beginning of our journey, and we are already seeing impact
beyond anything we could have imagined.
Now, we are creating a holistic, wraparound approach to healing that is scalable
and transferable. It’s time to ramp our efforts up! We have over 40 million
people being trafficked in our world today.
It’s obvious to me that we need a big solution for a big problem. We have to dig
deep to affect the broken bodies, minds, and spirits of these precious souls. We
have to provide a customized approach for each survivor. And I am thrilled to
say that we have the framework and trauma-informed tools to do this. Our
model is able to reach thousands of survivors AND prioritize customized care
for each survivor. It’s an innovation in this work that we couldn’t be more proud
of. Thanks to our connection to worldwide experts and close collaboration with
global partners, the model has been designed to accommodate every country’s
unique needs.
We are doing something bold, new… and slightly intimidating. It’s not quick. It’s
not inexpensive. But we know it is worth the hardship, the risk, and the
endurance when we look into the eyes of a woman or child and see joy, hope &
transformation. There’s no greater joy than watching child survivors like Snowy
become whole again and start overflowing with hope and healing.
We are about to open the doors of The Sanctuary in Romania. Then, we cannot
wait to journey on to the next destination... and the one after that... and the one
after that! Let’s take this around the world!
Thanks for joining our pioneering journey.
We couldn’t do it without you!
Kim Westfall

Board Chairman

I’ve been thinking recently of our mission at Uncaged in light of one of my favorite
themes in scripture. This has to do with the word “hero.” We don’t think of that word
much in terms of the Bible, but the word is there in the original language and it has
great meaning for us.
Today, we use the word hero to describe someone who is rich, famous, or
exceptionally talented. It’s Beyonce. It’s Tom Brady. These are the types of people the
young would list as heroes today. Yet in the ancient world, the word meant something
different. It referred to those who broke through barriers so that others could arise to
their best. Heroes broke through, and generations were changed by it. They were
essential to society as a result.
This is how I see Uncaged—in heroic terms. We break through. We break through the
fear and the darkness and the bondage and the myriad challenges. We lift lives from
slavery and damage. It is a heroic act, in the ancient sense.
We don’t walk around thinking of ourselves as heroes, but we do know that we are
devoted to heroic work. Last year, we broke through all of the chaos and challenges of
2020 to bring freedom to people suffering under the greatest evil of our time: human
trafficking. We brought dozens of women and children to safety and gave them the
tools to overcome deep trauma. To date, the Uncaged team has journeyed with more
than 770 survivors of sex trafficking. Based on our track record, the vast majority of
these survivors will be free for the rest of their lives. This is what it looks like to break
down chains so that others can rise and fulfill their destinies. This is the essence of
heroism, and it’s happening right now.
I’m proud of our God making this possible, and I’m proud of you for devoting yourself
to our heroic calling together. We are still in the early chapters of defeating this global
scourge, and already we are seeing barriers fall. I am glad to have you at our side as we
pursue even greater feats together.
Stephen Mansfield

EXPLOITATION

As you read these words, over 40 million people are
enslaved -- more than at any time in modern
history. More than half of these precious souls are
caught in the commercial sex trade.
Women and girls are most at risk. They make up
two thirds of all trafficking survivors, and more than
80% of people sold for sex. Even more troubling,
the rates of child trafficking have been going up in
recent years. Latest reports show that 34% of
trafficking survivors are minors. These rates are
even higher in Europe. Our team in Europe has
served over 770 human trafficking survivors since
2004. Many have been under the age of 18.
Demand for sexual exploitation is incredibly high,
especially in Europe. Surveys show that up to 45%
of men in Italy have purchased sex at least once.
Rates like this are exactly why sexual exploitation
generates $99 billion for traffickers each year.
Traffickers in Europe specifically target Romanian

of survivors
found in
Europe are
Romanian.

women and children. Compared to the highly
urbanized countries of Western Europe, Romania is
largely rural. Nearly three quarters of Romanians
live in the countryside, often poor and with few job
prospects. Traffickers prey on this vulnerability
without mercy. Usually, a trafficker traps a survivor
by befriending her or her family. They promise a
better life in the city. Once the woman or child
leaves her village, they are sold into bondage. Even
worse, it’s virtually impossible to trace them
afterwards. Since Romanians are EU citizens,
traffickers can move survivors across borders
virtually undetected.
For decades, these schemes have made Romania the
main source of trafficking survivors in Europe.
Today, Romanians are 77% of people exploited for
sex in the region.

million people enslaved.

are women and children.

is the average age of entry.

years is the life expectancy
of a traffic victim.

of survivors have the hope
of being rescued.
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For survivors of sex trafficking, rescue is the
beginning. A safe place to go after is the key to
lasting freedom. Without one, 80% of survivors
will be trafficked again. At Uncaged, we want to be
the key. We create safe places of restoration
designed with a survivor's healing in mind. There,
they start the journey to restoration with the
holistic support they need. We call these healing
villages Sanctuaries.
The first Sanctuary has already come to life! We
call it the Butterfly Sanctuary. It's 237 acres
nestled in the lush hills of Romania. The entire
property, from its fruit trees to the 18 ponies who
roam the grounds, exudes pure peace. It has the
capacity to serve hundreds of survivors each year
and impact thousands of lives. One year after
identifying this property, we have already raised
83.3% of the funds we need to own it outright!
Places like the Sanctuary are key to restoring
survivors of sex trafficking. The property is the
center of our trauma-informed, wraparound care.
When a survivor first comes to Uncaged, she
spends 6 weeks recuperating at the Sanctuary.
Over the next 18-24 months, she will return to the
Sanctuary for a series of 3 week, trauma-healing
retreats.
The Sanctuary doubles as a hub for anti-trafficking
efforts across Europe. When survivors are off-site,
we use the Sanctuary to equip abolitionists and
advocates. We host anti-trafficking training, equip
host families, and collaborate with local forces.
Our Sanctuary model is the key to unlocking
complete restoration. Together, we can swing the
doors wide open to freedom!

Once survivors are safely at the Sanctuary, the real work
of restoration begins. We need to unlock the cage for

Bringing Holistic
Healing to Life

these precious souls by releasing them from the trauma of
trafficking. I was thrilled to join Uncaged in this pivotal
work last year as the International Program Director. It’s
been my passion to create innovative ways to facilitate
healing for trafficking survivors for over 15 years. Now, our
team has collaborated with other experts to create the
optimal healing program. It walks survivors through
holistic transformation in 18 - 24 months. Then, they will
have the tools to live with dignity, joy, and independence!

Dr. Vanessa Snyder
Program Director

How It Works
Each survivor starts her journey at one of our Sanctuaries.

She receives 6 weeks of wrap around care to stabilize her. Often, a survivor comes
with brutal damage to their body and mind. During these 6 weeks, we offer

psychological, emotional, spiritual, and medical care. We use assessments to design a
perfectly tailored healing journey for each person.

match survivors with a loving family that we have trained and hand-selected.
The survivor will live in this cocoon for roughly 2 years. Throughout those years, each
survivor will return to the Sanctuary for a series of 3-week trauma healing retreats.
Then, we

These retreats will nourish them physically, emotionally, spiritually, educationally and even
vocationally.

We aim for a transformed life.

MANY CAME TO US
AND SAID SIMPLY,
"I FEEL SO LOVED."

This beautiful vision came to life!
In November, we hosted a trauma healing
retreat for 9 survivors.
During the retreat, they experienced deep
healing.
Survivors experienced group and individual
therapy, art therapy, movement and canine
therapies.
Seeing the survivors’ smiles, resilience and
breakthroughs was truly inspiring.
Many of the survivors had never been treated
with such care.

In Europe, dozens of survivors relished
that transformational love with their host
families.
“I finally have a real family,” Mihaela*
told us when she was ready to graduate.

"I am so grateful to be
starting a new life, but I am
full of tears at the thought
of leaving them."

She and 24 other survivors completed our
program and moved into their own homes.
Each of them has a new vocation, and 2 of
them even started their own businesses!
This is what it looks like to unlock the
cage.

We bring a trafficking survivor into a
sanctuary of safety where she receives the
tools to heal.
She enjoys peace, rest, ponies,
relationships, and delicious food. She
learns a new trade and plenty of life skills
that will carry her into the future that she
was designed for.
More than anything, she experiences the
transformational power of real love, often
for the first time.
We are ready to scale this model
worldwide!
Let's bring this restoration to hundreds,
even thousands, of sex trafficking
survivors.

Beni Lup
European Director
Beniamin Lup fights passionately for justice
and human dignity as Uncaged’s European
Director dedicated to restoring victims of
abuse and human trafficking throughout
Europe.

With advanced degrees in Constitutional
Law, Criminal Science and International
Relations, Beni is an effective force in the
fight, and has actively rescued more than
770 trafficking survivors.

Beni also holds a theology degree and was
an Advisor for Public Policies and Civil
Society to the former Romanian President.
Beni and his team oversee all matters
relating to the care of the Survivors
ensuring they receive the legal, medical
and restorative services needed.

Every survivor is precious, their story a delicate
treasure. As you read Snowy’s story, you will
catch a glimpse of trafficking’s depravity. You
will also see how freedom wins when we fight
for survivors.
Snowy is the first little girl Uncaged rescued.
Years ago, her family was enticed by a
“businessman” to take a trip to another
country. When they crossed the border into
another country, the trafficker took them to a
restaurant and ordered Snowy’s parents food
and alcohol. Then, he said he was going to
take Snowy “clothes shopping.”
Instead, the trafficker sold Snowy into slavery.
For the next 3 years, she lived through
unimaginable cruelty. Finally, someone saw
her suffering and took her to a hospital. Soon
after, officials in her home country contacted
our team.
She was only 12 years old.
After weeks of stabilizing medical and
psychological care, we placed her with a
loving family. When Uncaged founder, Kim
Westfall, saw her 6 months into her healing,
Snowy had pink cheeks, a strong body, shy,
sparkling eyes and a warm smile. She spoke
eagerly about school and drew pictures that
overflowed with hope. That night, she played
beautiful melodies on the piano. The
restoration was astonishing.
Then, the unthinkable happened. After over a
year with her host family, Snowy’s traffickers
tried to enslave her again. Snowy's mother,
accompanied by the same “businessman”
who had approached her family all those
years ago, came to claim Snowy.

Our team sprang into action! We went to
court and defended Snowy’s freedom. When
a judge sent an inspector to Snowy’s
biological family’s home, they discovered
Snowy’s mother and the trafficker
accomplice drunk. The worst part was that 4
other children surrounded them. These were
Snowy’s brothers and sisters. They already
bore marks of abuse and sexual exploitation.
Our team sprang into action again!
We petitioned to take Snowy’s siblings into
our care. With the court's blessing, Snowy's
host family offered to take in Snowy's
siblings.
It was the first time the children had lived
together in 5 years. "I never dreamed that we
could be together again," Snowy told us
through smiles and tears.
Today, all 5 of these children are safe,
healthy, and healing. Uncaged has come
alongside them every step of the way to
make sure they receive the physical and
psychological help they need.
Together, we can ensure that thousands of
others, like Snowy and her siblings are truly
set free!
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Be The Key

ABOUT US
Our focus is on the tremendous and complex task of rescuing and restoring shattered hearts, minds, and
psyches. Our goal is to become one of the world’s leading catalysts and resource hubs for the anti-trafficking
movement.
Our Communication Policy
Uncaged adheres to a strict policy of never revealing the identity of a traffic survivor. To ensure that we never reexploit a survivor, all images and names have been changed.
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